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 Okay.  We’re gonna continue our discussion today of comets and asteroids, and 

today I’m gonna show you a lot of slides to show you what these objects look like so you 

have a better idea what I mean by a comet or a comet’s tail and also what I mean by an 

asteroid.  So we’ll go right now to the slides. 

 Okay.  This is a drawing — this is not an actual comet.  This is a drawing of a comet 

to show you the various parts of a comet.  We have up here the nucleus.  That’s that solid 

chunk, that ice ball that’s floating around in the outer solar system.  When it comes in 

toward the inner solar system, it gets a cloud around it from the material that’s turning to 

gas and that cloud is called the Coma.  And notice here it’s labeled as the visible Coma 

because there’s a lot of invisible — at least to our eyes — invisible Coma, and this is this 

larger region that’s in purple on this drawing.  And that’s called a hydrogen cloud although 

it’s not made strictly of hydrogen.  It’s hydrogen and a gas called 0H which is part of a 

water molecule.  You think of H20.  If H20 breaks up into 0H and hydrogen, you get a 

large cloud around this comet that is really broken up water vapor.  And so that’s mainly 

what this larger cloud is like and it’s not visible to the eye. 

 So if you were looking with a telescope, you would see this small Coma and then 

you would see two tails coming out of the comet.  We have one tail called a plasma tail 

that is mainly gas.  This is gas from the comet that’s coming out and blowing directly away 

from the Sun.  Notice the direction to the Sun here and over there.  So this comet tail, the 

plasma tail, is blowing directly away from the Sun and it’s being blown away by the solar 

wind.  The particles coming out from the Sun come past the comet and literally strip the 

material off the comet. 
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 This second tail, the dust tail, is all the junk that’s mixed in with the ice.  So you’ve 

got this big ice ball but it’s been called more like a dirty snowball.  It’s full of stones and 

little bits and pieces of stuff, probably similar to what you’d see piled in a parking lot 

somewhere after a big snowstorm.  After they’ve piled it up in a corner it gets all black and 

dirty looking.  There’s lots of other stuff mixed in with the ice.  It’s not pure ice.   

 And so all the heavier material — the dust and stones and rocks and things — 

flowed out in a separate tail because they’re not affected much by the solar wind.  They’re 

just affected by gravity and the motion of the comet.  So they blow out from the comet, 

away from the Sun, because they are pushed a little bit by the solar wind and by the 

motion of the comet but they go off in a slightly different direction.  So you tend to see two 

different tails on these comets. 

 Notice in this drawing they made the plasma tail blue and they made the dust tail 

yellow.  That’s because a lot of times that’s the color they look.  The dust tail has a yellow 

look to it because it’s just reflected sunlight off the dust, but the plasma tail is bluer 

because it’s actually fluorescing.  It’s giving off light like a fluorescent lightbulb and that 

tends to be a lot bluer. 

 Now, if we look at the nucleus itself, that chunk of ice that came into the inner solar 

system, this is an artist’s version of what he thought it would look like.  Back in the 1950s 

and ‘60s astronomers were trying to figure out what would these chunks look like if we 

could up close and break one open and look at it.  And so the idea was that there was 

possibly a solid core down at the middle, something that could collect ice after it had 

formed, and then an icy envelope around it which was listed as original dirty ice, and then 
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an outer surface on this comet that is broken up and irregular because the Sun has been 

shining on it and it melts and refreezes and breaks apart.  So it’s got kind of a messy 

surface that’s going to look kind of blackish.  And the reason it’s going to look blackish is 

that the ice will tend to melt and disappear a lot quicker than the dirt.  So as this ice melts 

and goes away, it leaves behind the layers of dirt that were mixed into it and so after a 

while the comet starts to look dirtier and dirtier. But of course this is an idealized drawing 

because they pretty much made this thing spherical.  At one time astronomers may have 

actually thought they were spherical, but now we realize that almost none of them are. 

 This is how a comet normally goes around the sun.  In a long elliptical orbit.  It’s 

going around the Sun in that direction.  Notice as it’s coming in toward the Sun, its tails are 

pointed away from the Sun.  As it goes around the Sun, the tail changes direction in order 

to stay pointed away from the Sun.  Since the tail is formed by the solar wind blowing 

material away from the Coma, the tail always has to point away from the Sun.  ‘Cause it’s 

the Sun forming the tail. 

 And so as the comet swings around the Sun, its tail swings around in a different 

direction in the solar system.  And so as it leaves the solar system, the tail is actually 

ahead of the comet.  So that’s one interesting thing about comets.  They’re always having 

their tail point away from the Sun.  So if you look at a picture of a comet, you can almost 

tell which way is the direction to the Sun.  It’s the opposite direction from the tail. 

 Okay.  Here are a few pictures of actual comets.  This is the comet West.  Nice, 

easy name.  Sometimes names for comets are nice and easy to remember.  The comet 

West.  The only hard part about this was that this picture was actually taken in the east 
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before sunrise.  So comet West was in the east.  But, as you can see, it was quite a bright 

comet.  You can actually see the outline of the trees and the stars are going away 

because sunrise is coming, but the comet is still quite visible. 

 Now, if you look at this picture, you see the dust tail over on the left and the Ion or 

plasma tail over on the right.  And you notice the plasma tail looks a little bit bluer.  This is 

a comet that came by only a few years ago, comet Hyakutake.  Yeah, that’s a little bit 

harder name to remember.  The comets are always named for their discover.  So comet 

West was discovered by an amateur astronomer named West.  That was his last name.  

Comet Hyakutake was discovered by a Japanese astronomer named Hyakutake.  And so 

whoever finds the comet first and reports it gets his name on it or her name on it.  And 

usually there’s more than one name on it because there are actual comet hunters that are 

out every night, looking for comets.  Why?  Because they get their names on them if they 

find them. 

 Comet West was a famous comet.  Hey, you know, you might be a clerk in a 

grocery store.  Nobody’s ever gonna know who you are.  But if you go out at night and find 

yourself a bright comet that then shows up in the sky and gets in the newspaper and 

everybody’s talking about it, it could have your name on it.  So you could become famous 

overnight, literally.  And so there are groups of comet hunters around the world.  There 

are comet hunter clubs and the biggest club is in Japan.  And so you will see a lot of 

Japanese names on these comets because these people are out every clear night, 

looking for comets, trying to outdo each other.  I know that sounds kind of silly.  But if you 

have no other way to become famous, it’s a quick and easy way.  Well, I won’t say it’s that 
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quick and easy because you may look for two years, every night, looking for a comet, and 

find nothing.  But I have known astronomers and amateur astronomers who have looked 

and on the second or third night they were looking discovered a comet that became 

famous.  And then all of a sudden, their name is known all around the world whereas 

previously people down the street didn’t know who they were. 

 [Inaudible student response] 

 Yes, there is but it wasn’t mine.  I could try to claim it was, but unfortunately it was 

another person. 

 Okay.  This is the comet Hale-Bopp.  Some of you in this class may have actually 

seen it.  It was out, what, five years ago?  And it was a very easy comet to spot in the sky.  

This is what it looked like.  Again, here’s the dust tail, kind of yellow and spread out, and 

over here is the plasma tail, kind of blue and a little bit sharper and straighter.  And so on 

most of these comets you can pick out both tails. 

 This is what the nucleus looked like through a telescope and you see the material 

is just flying off this nucleus.  The gas is blowing off the nucleus.  It’s being heated up by 

the Sun and blowing away as the solar wind pushes it away into a tail.  And so this tail was 

millions of miles long and was visible for weeks and weeks.  Comets are going around the 

Sun and so they have orbits that take months to go around the Sun.  And so comets do 

not show up on one particular night.  They show up for weeks and weeks and then slowly 

fade away.  And so you can see these comets for a long period of time. 

 For example, Halley’s comet in 1910.  People started noticing it in April.  It was 

small, not much of a tail.  But as you can see by the end of April, just a few days later, it 
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started to grow a tail and get a lot brighter.  And by May, a couple of weeks later, it was 

extremely bright and very obvious in the sky.  Then the tail slowly faded away as it went 

away from the Sun and by the middle of June, it was once again a tiny little comet. 

 This is what Halley’s comet looked like in 1986.  However, I’m cheating here 

because this was taken through a telescope.  It did not look that spectacular in the night 

sky.  It was actually a bit of a disappointment because it was fairly far from the Earth when 

it went by and so many people expected to see a big, bright comet in 1986 and instead 

they saw a little, faint, fuzzy thing.  They were pretty disgusted that they would have to 

wait another 76 years to get another look at it, and in 76 years it’s not supposed to be that 

much better.  So I wouldn’t wait, if I were you.  But again, I think you can see the color is 

not showing up, but here’s the dust tail and down here is the plasma tail.  And you can 

actually see the plasma tail has some little quirks in it.  That’s caused by the magnetic field 

of the Sun pulling the material out from the comet. 

 Now, what are you looking at here?  You are looking at probably the best picture of 

the nucleus of Halley’s comet.  Several spacecraft were sent out toward Halley’s comet in 

1986 to try to photograph the actual ice chunk.  You can’t see it from the Earth because 

it’s completely surrounded by that Coma, that big cloud of gas.  And so you can’t pick out 

the chunk.  Well, we want to know what the chunk actually looked like so spacecraft were 

sent out.  And this was from the European spacecraft, Giotto, which was sent out by the 

European Space Agency and it went within a few thousand miles of the nucleus and was 

able to photograph the nucleus.  And it’s a little bit hard to see here, but this is the chunk 

right here, the dark thing.  And then there’s stuff blowing out from the chunk, becoming 
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part of the atmosphere.  So you have to kind of stare a little bit to really make sure you 

know what you’re looking at. 

 But this thing is about 15 miles long by about 7 miles wide.  Not rounded off, quite 

elongated.  And so we now have a better model of what that looks like.  So here’s a 

drawing, an updated model of the nucleus of a comet — oh, 15 kilometers rather than 

miles.  Sorry about that.  And you can see that it’s kind of potato shaped.  Not very 

spectacular as far as a chunk of ice.  And you have these regions where material is 

literally blowing off the surface because it’s being heated by the Sun. 

 So as this comet comes in towards the Sun, the Sun warms up the ice and the ice 

blows out from the surface by geysers, I suppose, and the material flies off into space.  

This means the comets are falling apart.  Every time they come in toward the sun they 

lose material.  And so they get smaller and smaller.  Every time Halley’s comet comes in, 

it loses material from its surface and so after a while, there’s not gonna be any comet left.  

It’s been calculated that it loses several yards of material every time it comes by.  That 

doesn’t actually sound like an awful lot, a few yards of ice all away around the nucleus.  

But you’ve got something that’s only 15 kilometers across and so after another 10 or 20 

thousand years, this comet is not gonna have anything left.  It’s going to fall apart and 

disappear.  Every once in a while we see a comet come around the Sun that literally falls 

apart as it goes around the Sun.  It’s been by before, it’s used up most of its ice, and as it 

goes by that last time the chunk is so small that when it starts to vaporize, it literally breaks 

up into a bunch of little pieces and then disappears. 

 Here’s a comet that broke up into a bunch of pieces but not because of the Sun.  
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This comet came into the inner solar system — or I should say into the inner outer solar 

system.  It went by Jupiter and it went by so close to Jupiter that Jupiter’s gravity tore it 

apart.  Literally the tidal forces on the comet were so strong as it went by Jupiter it got 

broken up into 21 separate comets.  This was first discovered in 1993.  Astronomers were 

just photographing the sky and they spotted this multiple comet over in the vicinity of 

Jupiter.  So they wondered what was going on.  So they calculated its orbit and they 

realized that it had gone by Jupiter and had had its orbit completely changed, and that it 

was now heading back toward Jupiter.  So what it did was pass Jupiter close, go out away 

from Jupiter, and then turn around and come back again toward Jupiter.  And when the 

astronomers did the detail calculations, they realized that it was actually gonna crash into 

Jupiter. 

 So in 1994 we had a collision of these comets with Jupiter.  Here’s Jupiter and 

there’s a shadow of one of its moons that just happened to be there when the photograph 

was taken.  And here you have all the comets heading in toward Jupiter.  Then they begin 

to hit -- this is an infrared photograph of Jupiter — during the collisions.  And the reason 

that the picture was taken in the infrared is that we figured these impacts on Jupiter would 

cause a lot of heat.  And so if you took the pictures in infrared where heat shows up as 

bright, you would see these bright splotches.  And sure enough, you can see right where 

the impacts occurred. 

 Please notice that each one of these impact regions here is larger than the entire 

Earth.  So when these chunks started hitting Jupiter, they did some major damage.  But 

for Jupiter it’s minor damage because Jupiter’s so big that a hit like that only affects a 
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small part of one hemisphere.  If that chunk had hit the Earth, it would’ve affected the 

entire Earth’s atmosphere.  Because that is about the size of the Earth or even bigger. 

 And so then here’s an impact that was actually photographed as it occurred.  And 

so you can actually see how bright the thing was when it actually hit the atmosphere and 

blew up.  These comets exploded as they went down through the atmosphere, and this 

just shows you one of the explosions.  You can tell it’s not the first one because there’s 

another one that is over on the other side of the planet. 

 This is a visible photograph.  Notice it’s taken later.  You can see that the eclipse 

has shifted and you can see all these dark blotches in the atmosphere of Jupiter.  And so 

an awful lot of black material went up into the atmosphere of Jupiter as a result of these 

impacts.  Yes? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

 Okay.  When it hits Jupiter, it really doesn’t hit a surface because there is no 

surface down there.  What this object does is it goes down through the atmosphere until it 

reaches the point where the a tmosphere is quite thick and that causes a shockwave at the 

front end of the comet.  And so it’s like a jet plane trying to go through the sound barrier.  

And when it hits that sound barrier, the comet explodes.  So there’s a big explosion.  The 

whole comet vaporizes, but it’s like a bomb going off.  And so that blows a big hole in the 

atmosphere and that’s pretty much what you’re seeing, is a big hole in the atmosphere.  It 

never went down and hit anything down below.  It literally was just an explosion in the 

atmosphere.  But pretty nasty looking explosions. 

 And this was in 1994.  This was the first time we ever saw an object actually hit a 
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planet.  We’ve had all those craters on Mercury and Venus and Mars to look at.  We 

always wondered, you know, what it would look like to see one actually hit.  Well, we’ve 

now seen one actually hit Jupiter.  Not one, but 21 of ‘em, one after the other.  You may 

remember I showed you a picture of the moon Callisto and it had a chain of craters on it, 

one after the other, all the way across the moon.  It was probably one of these kinds of 

comets with a whole bunch of pieces that crashed into Callisto at some time in the past.  

So we now have another example of one of those kinds of collisions. 

 This is just a little bit more detail to show you what the impact looked like.  There’s 

a dark central area where it actually hit.  Since it came down at an angle and went into the 

atmosphere, when it exploded it would blow a lot of its material in one direction, the 

direction in came in.  And so you can actually see that the material is not symmetrical.  It 

kind of blew off in one direction.  So it’s a pretty big black eye, you might say, for Jupiter 

that as much -- this inner part here is about the size of the Earth.  And so this was a major 

explosion in the atmosphere.  They were visible for months.  Those black blotches were 

visible for months.  And then they slowly faded away as the atmospheric circulation kind 

of spread them out and then they disappeared.  So if you were looking today, you wouldn’t 

notice them. 

 This shows you another picture.  Here’s an impact, down at the bottom, that is right 

when the little chunk of comet hit the atmosphere.  And then you’ve got the impact I just 

showed you on the previous picture.  And then as that one moves around the planet 

because the planet is rotating, the next chunk came in and hit.  And then they moved 

around and so we had pictures one after the other of chunks hitting the atmosphere for a 
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whole day or so.  These chunks just kept coming  in, crashing into the atmosphere, one 

after the other. 

 Okay.  That’s all for the pictures of comets.  We’re now gonna move to pictures of 

asteroids. 

 This is an actual photograph of an asteroid.  It’s the asteroid Ida, I-d-a, Ida.  And 

notice that it is not round.  It looks about the shape of a potato, which is kind of similar to 

Halley’s nucleus in a way.  In fact, this thing is not much different in size.  But notice that 

it’s rock.  This is a big chunk of rock with lots of impact craters on it.  So it looks like a little 

version of some of the moons we saw.  Lots of impact craters but a very irregular version. 

 Notice over here there’s a little tiny object.  The first asteroid we ever photographed, 

Ida, has a satellite.  It’s got its own little moon.  There was always a controversy among 

astronomers.  Would asteroids have their own moons?  Lots of the planets have moons.  

There are lots of asteroids.  Maybe some asteroids would capture other ones and so 

you’d have moons.  Most astronomers decided, after lots of thinking about it, that they 

wouldn’t have any moons.  And so we were proved wrong on the first one we 

photographed.  It’s got its own moon going around it. 

 So that probably means most, or at least a lot, asteroids have their own moons if 

we can look at our first one.  This was taken with the Galileo spacecraft.  It was on its way 

to Jupiter to go into orbit around Jupiter.  But as it went through the asteroid belt, it went by 

the asteroid Ida and took this nice close-up picture.  Yes? 

 Student: How big is that? 

 Oh, that’s about 20 or 30 miles across.  It’s a big chunk but — you know, a little bit 
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bigger than Springfield.  This is the kind of thing that could hit the Earth and wipe out 

civilization and most of the species on the Earth.  This is probably maybe even bigger 

than the size of the object that wiped out the dinosaurs 65 million years ago.  So although 

it’s a small chunk, it’s big enough to do a lot of damage.  Now, this one is out in the 

asteroid belt so it’s not gonna come in and cause us  any trouble. 

 Here’s another photograph of another asteroid.  This is the second asteroid we 

were able to photograph.  Again, Galileo spacecraft going through the asteroid belt.  This 

is the asteroid Gaspra, G-a-s-p-r-a, Gaspra.  Notice something similar.  It’s irregular in 

shape, it’s elongated, it’s about the same size as Ida, fairly similar.  It’s covered with 

impact craters.  They start to look alike.  You take a couple of photographs and they kind 

of look like brothers, you know.  They look about the same.  This is your typical asteroid.  

It’s a big chunk of rock with a lot of impact craters on it, which means it’s had a pretty 

tough history.  If you look at this thing, you can see there’s a big crater here and probably 

a big chunk out over there.  And over here it looks like a big chunk missing, so this thing 

has had a lot of collisions during its lifetime.  It appears that most asteroids have had a lot 

of collisions during their lifetimes. 

 This is an interesting picture of an asteroid because it was not taken with a 

spacecraft.  It was actually taken from the Earth.  This is the asteroid Toutatis that came 

by the Earth close enough some years ago that radar installations on the Earth were able 

to get images of it using radar.  Same way we get images of the surface of Venus from 

space, we can get images of objects in space from the Earth using a radar gun.  And so 

radar installations were able to actually get images of this asteroid and they got several 
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different images as it went by.  And I think you can see that it was rotating or tumbling, and 

so they got different aspects of it as they went by.  And it’s not real obvious whether this is 

actually a double asteroid or a single asteroid.  If you look at this picture here, it almost 

looks like two separate objects.  Whereas over here, it looks like maybe they’re actually 

connected.  So again, this is an elongated chunk of rock.  This is actually a bit smaller.  It’s 

only about 5 miles across, I think.  It’s a pretty small chunk.   But again, you can see kind 

of an impact crater here.  You can see dents all over the surface there.   So this object’s 

been hit a lot, too.  So there don’t seem to be any round asteroids.  They all seem to be 

pretty elongated chunks of rock that have a lot of damage from impact. 

 This is a large asteroid.  This one is hundreds of miles across.  And it was actually 

imaged by the Hubble space telescope.  The only reason it was able to get an image of it 

was that it’s a big chunk, hundreds of miles across.  Notice that it’s rounder but it is not 

round, not like a planet.  It’s not quite as elongated as the smaller chunks, but it’s obvious 

that it’s got impact craters.  And so somebody took this picture and made a model of what 

it probably looks like if you were able to get up close and take a photograph of it.  And you 

can see that there are lots of craters on it.  And this bottom picture just shows the various 

elevations, showing that there are depressions in this roundish kind of object.  So even 

the bigger ones, the ones that are hundreds of miles across, have had lots of impacts and 

therefore are not quite round.  I don’t know if I mentioned which one this is.  This is the 

asteroid Vesta.  Vesta. 

 And this is the asteroid that’s gonna wipe out Seattle, Washington.  That’s what the 

shadow of it will look like just before it hits.  Somebody got carried away and said, “Okay.  
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What would it look like if it came down into Washington?”  So this is actually Seattle, a 

map, and this shows you what the shadow of an asteroid would look like just before the 

end of civilization. 

 Okay.  That’s all for asteroids.  Now we’re gonna talk about the little chunks, the 

little bits and pieces that are left over that aren’t really asteroids or comets.  These things 

we call meteoroids and we usually see them when they come into the Earth’s atmosphere 

-- like the one in the picture here -- and burn up as they go through the atmosphere.  This 

chunk was probably about the size of a baseball.  Not very big.  It’s the kind of a rock you 

could pick up and throw.  But when it comes into the Earth’s atmosphere, it’s going 25 or 

30 thousand miles an hour.  And so when it hits that air, it’s going so fast that it burns up.  

A lot of friction between it and the atmosphere.  And so it immediately starts to burn and 

then it gets into the deeper atmosphere and it burns faster and faster until — boom — it 

kind of burns out.  And so that’s the end of it. 

 We can see these every night of the year.  On any clear night you can go outside in 

the country — I say in the country because in the city you’d have trouble seeing it with all 

the city lights.  But if you’re outside in the country and you start looking around the sky, 

you’re likely to see five to ten of these meteors every hour, every night.  It’s just the typical 

thing.  There are always meteors coming in.  Most of the time you don’t notice them.  

Every once in a while there’s a bigger chunk that comes in, maybe a chunk that’s as big 

as a car.  In that case, the chunk really lights up the night sky.  People can notice it both in 

or out of the city, and sometimes the chunk makes it all the way down to the ground.  And 

so those we find on the ground sometimes and we call those meteorites.  So it’s a 
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meteoroid when it’s out in space, it’s a meteor when it goes through the atmosphere, and 

it’s a meteorite when it hits the ground.  Try to keep those terms straight. 

 Here’s a typical example of what happens to a meteoroid as it comes into the 

atmosphere.  It starts to encounter the molecules of the atmosphere.  That causes it to 

heat up.  You get a shockwave forming around the object.  It comes down into the lower 

atmosphere maybe 20 kilometers up, which is still pretty high if you think about it.  It’s still 

way up in the atmosphere.  And then there may be an explosion and then anything that’s 

left over is just little tiny bits and pieces that then can rain down onto the ground.  Or, in 

some cases, there’s nothing left.  It just vaporizes into dust and then the dust just floats 

down through the atmosphere.  So that’s your typical meteoroid coming into the 

atmosphere. 

 But every once in a while you get a big one.  And so when it explodes, lots of 

pieces could hit the ground or it may not even explode.  It may just come right down and 

hit the ground before it actually blows up.  Kind of depends on what it’s made of.  If it’s 

made of ice, if it’s a chunk from a comet, it will never get even to 20 kilometers from the 

ground.  It’ll probably blow up quite high up because ice can’t handle those kinds of 

shockwaves.  And so anything made out of ice is gonna vaporize pretty high in the 

atmosphere.  But if the chunk happens to be made out of iron, iron is pretty stiff material.  

It can handle a shockwave coming down and so that chunk of iron may make it all the way 

to the ground and never break apart.  And so it turns out that a lot of the pieces we find on 

the ground are iron.  A good number of the meteorites that are discovered are made of 

iron, even though we realize that only a very small portion of them, when they come into 
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the atmosphere, are iron.  It’s just that the other stuff doesn’t often make it to the ground. 

 Here’s an example of a meteor that actually never hit the ground.  A meteoroid 

came into the atmosphere — this is a picture of the Grand Tetons in Wyoming during the 

day.  Somebody happened to have a camera.  They were out taking a picture of the lake 

and they saw this meteor go by in broad daylight and photographed it.  It was actually 

photographed all the way from New Mexico up to Canada.  It was a beautiful day all the 

way up the Rockies and people all the way up the Rockies were able to photograph this 

thing zooming through the atmosphere.  And when it got up to Canada, it went back out 

into space.  So it actually missed the Earth.  It came that close.  This chunk going through 

the atmosphere was about as big as this room.  If it had hit the ground, we would have had 

a big hole in the ground.  We would have had another meteor crater that would’ve been 

something people would go to to visit.  Yes? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

 Generally you don’t hear it.  Because that thing is probably, you know, 50 miles 

away.  And so even if it’s making a loud noise, the noise would take several minutes to get 

to you.  And so, you know, you’re busy taking this picture and then you’re running around 

saying, “What was that?” and talking to everybody.  When the sound finally arrives, you 

probably are not listening.  However, I have read reports of people who have listened and 

have actually heard a shhhhhh a couple of minutes later.  So they do make a sound.  You 

just have to wait a long time to pick it up. 

 But I have read a report recently — and I’m not sure how much credence to give 

it — that some people swear that when they see a meteor go by, they can hear a sound 
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almost immediately.  Now, how that actually happens, I have no idea.  Because the sound 

waves can’t travel that fast.  And so there’s been some discussion that maybe it’s an 

electromagnetic wave.  Some kind of a magnetic shockwave or electrical shockwave or 

something that actually comes down to the ground at almost the speed of light.  But 

nobody’s been able to prove that. So, yeah, there have been reports of hearing meteors, 

but they’re fairly difficult to back up.  I don’t think we have any actual recordings.  I may be 

wrong, but it’s usually just comments by people that they heard one. 

 Here’s one that hit the ground.  This is out in the outback of Australia.  This Aussie 

is gonna be rich because this chunk is big enough that he could sell it to a museum for 

many, many thousands of dollars.  In fact, this is probably worth over a million dollars 

because they are rare.  And a museum would want to have its own chunk of meteorite that 

came out from someplace in the asteroid belt and landed on the Earth.  And so there are 

professional meteorite hunters just like there are comet hunters, but these guys are out 

for money.  The people who are looking for comets just want their name in the newspaper.  

They’re looking for glory ‘cause they don’t get paid for it.  But people that find meteorites 

get paid for it by the pound.  And so the bigger chunk you find, the more a museum is 

willing to pay you.  And so there are people who make a living looking around out in the 

outback or working down in Antarctica and looking around on the icecap, trying to find 

examples of meteorites because they can sell ‘em.  And this chunk, as I said, is a fairly 

rare piece ‘cause it’s very big.  It’s probably made of pure iron.  That is not a rock.  That’s 

a giant chunk of iron.  And you can see how it’s all pitted and melted on the surface.  

Coming through the atmosphere it got heated up quite a bit.  Yeah? 
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 [Inaudible student response] 

 Actually, I suspect that is not the crater it made.  I think this is one that was 

probably there a long time and the crater was dug in order to get the whole rock out of the 

ground.  It was probably there for thousands of years and had sort of been filled in by dirt 

and stuff.  So there was probably no crater.  They probably spotted the rock and dug 

around it to see how deep it was.  But I suspect there was no crater there at all.  When it 

first hit, yeah, thousands of years ago there was probably a big hole in the ground, but I’m 

sure it’s filled in. 

 Here’s one that didn’t fill in yet.  This is a meteor crater in Arizona.  This crater is 

about a mile across.  You can see the road to it that all the tourists take to get to it.  The 

chunk that caused this crater was about as big as this building that’s on the rim right now.  

Tiny little object coming in at 25,000 miles an hour, hits the ground, blows a pretty big hole 

in the ground.  And so it doesn’t take a very large object.  An object the size of this room 

could cause a crater like that.  Especially if it were made out of iron.  Because when it hit, 

there’d be a heck of an impact, going so fast.  Like a bullet except going faster than a 

bullet.  And so when it hits the ground, there’s an awful lot of energy. 

 This is more typical of what these meteorites look like.  These are examples that 

have been collected and they’re fairly small, probably about the size of a rock you could 

pick up and throw, but they’re worth hundreds of thousands of dollars.  Depends on the 

quality of ‘em and how big they are and what they’re made of.  But the amazing thing is we 

now know what the asteroid belt is made of.  Because all these chunks come from 

asteroids.  They’re all from collisions of asteroids.  They’re pieces broken off the asteroids 
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during the collisions.  All those craters you saw on the asteroids.  The material has to go 

somewhere.  And it blows  off into space and then it’s floating around in space, and then 

comes down through the Earth’s atmosphere.  And we got a chunk of a rock from Vesta or 

some other asteroid and so we actually know what they’re made of.  We know more what 

the asteroids are made of than the Moon.  And we have samples from the Moon but we 

have thousands of samples from asteroids. 

 And so we have a very good idea of the composition of asteroids.  And we’re 

actually able to take a particular meteorite and study it, using a spectrograph, determine 

what its composition is, and then look at an asteroid out in the asteroid belt and match the 

meteorite to the asteroid.  And so we can actually tell in some cases which chunk of rock 

came from which asteroid because the material is the same exact composition.  So we 

have pretty good ideas of what those asteroids are like. 

 Now, every once in a while you get a bunch of meteors coming through the 

atmosphere.  What’s going on here?  These are meteor showers or meteor storms, 

depending on how strong it is.  These are hundreds and hundreds of meteors coming into 

the Earth’s atmosphere every hour.  Notice they’re all coming from the same direction.  

They’re coming from the same place in space.  These are chunks from comets.  These 

are chunks that were blown out into the tail of a comet, into that dust tail, and the Earth 

happens to be crossing the orbit of the comet, and all that material that’s floating around 

along the orbit comes flying into the Earth’s atmosphere and burns up.  Because comets 

are mainly made out of ices, these little chunks don’t have a chance.  They never get to 

the ground.  Notice how fast they burn out when they come in.  Ice doesn’t have the 
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strength to last all the way to the ground. 

 So we don’t think we have any examples of meteors that have come from comets.  

All the ones we have are rocks from asteroids.  But there are a bunch of meteors that 

come from comets so we have two separate sources for these meteors.  You have the 

random meteors that just come in on their own, by themselves.  They’re usually chunks of 

an asteroid that broke off.  And we have these groups of meteors that come in on one 

particular night of the year or a couple of nights of the year as the Earth crosses a comet’s 

orbit and a whole bunch of this stuff comes flying into the Earth’s atmosphere.  And so 

different sources for these two, even though they might superficially look the same as 

they’re burning up in the sky. 

 Here’s a drawing showing a meteor shower with all of the meteors coming from the 

same direction, coming right from that spot in the sky.  What you’re doing there is you’re 

looking right up the orbit.  You’re looking right up the orbit of the comet.  If the comet were 

coming down its orbit, it would be right there in the sky.  Except the comet’s already gone 

by and so what you have is just all the little stuff that was trailed behind it in the tail. 

 Okay.  That’s it for the slides.  I wanted to mention one more thing having to do with 

asteroids.  Okay.  And what that is is that there are different kinds of asteroids and we 

know that because there are different kinds of meteoroids.  We have all those samples on 

the Earth and what we found out is that they’re pretty much made of three different 

things — well, there’s more than three kinds but they break down into three groups, more 

or less. 

 We have the rocky meteoroids or meteorites and those are from rocky asteroids.  
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We have metallic chunks.  I showed you a picture of that solid chunk of iron that landed.  

We have carbonaceous and these are asteroids that have a lot of carbon in them or soot.  

Now, where would you get that?  It appears that in the solar system there’s a lot of soot, a 

lot of carbon.  We notice it when we look at comets.  The surface of a comet is always very 

dark and dirty.  That’s probably some kind of carbon compound on the surface, soot.  It 

turns out that some asteroids — and we’ve actually been able to figure out which ones — 

the ones on the outer edge of the asteroid belt, the ones that are closest to Jupiter, have 

lots of carbon mixed into their material.  Whereas the ones that are closer to Mars don’t.  

They don’t have any carbon mixed in with their material. 

 So there was obviously a distance out in the asteroid belt where carbon was able 

to be mixed in and closer in it was not.  So we can learn something about how the solar 

system formed and where various materials were just from looking at asteroids and 

meteorites and seeing their different compositions.  Asteroids closer in, lots of rock and 

metal.  Asteroids farther out, more carbon, maybe a little bit of water ice.  And the 

asteroids farther out also don’t seem to have been as big and don’t seem to have melted 

in the past.  Any asteroid that has an iron core obviously had to melt so the iron could sink 

to the center.  All those seem to have been in the inner part of the asteroid belt.  Asteroids 

in the outer part of the asteroid belt seem to have been smaller, had more carbon, more 

ice, and have never melted.  So we can actually see differences among asteroids. 

 Okay.  We’ll continue this tomorrow. 


